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Revision of language from Primary Colours 3Welcome!Welcome!

A Mr Wilson wants to travel A Mr Wilson wants to travel 4–5

This is …
How old are you?
Where do you live?
What do you like doing?
I want to …
NounsNouns uncle, secret, smile, the past, the future
VerbsVerbs travel, sell

B Language time B Language time 6–7

NounNoun magazine
PrepositionsPrepositions above, behind, between, in, in front of, 
next to, on, under

Wh- questions, have to1 In the clock shop1 In the clock shop
1A Don’t touch! 1A Don’t touch! 8–9

I have to help him.
NounNoun smoke
AdjectiveAdjective busy
VerbVerb disappear
AdverbsAdverbs always, never
PronounPronoun nothing

1B Language time 1B Language time 10–11

What … ? How long … ? 
Where … ? Why … ?
How much … ?
I have to fi nd my shoes.
She has to make her bed.
NounNoun trunk
VerbsVerbs die, breathe, lose
AdverbsAdverbs usually, sometimes

1C A dangerous place1C A dangerous place
 12–13

Let’s hide!
Quick!
We don’t know.
NounsNouns mammoths, ground, hill, 
spears, cave people, thousand
VerbsVerbs hit, race
AdjectivesAdjectives exciting

1D Know it all! 1D Know it all! 
 Measuring time  Measuring time 14–15

NounsNouns hour, moon, sundial, 
sand, calendar, shadow, sky, 
cave, entrance
VerbsVerbs count, build, rise

Present tenses, adverbs of frequency, comparatives and superlatives2 The robots2 The robots
2A You’re spies! 2A You’re spies! 16–17

What are you doing?
Mr Wilson is looking at the 
teleporter.
Be quiet!
Take them!
NounsNouns robots, spaceship, voice
VerbsVerbs escape

2B Language time 2B Language time 18–19

How often do you … ?
NounsNouns homework, bedtime, 
weekend
AdverbsAdverbs never, sometimes, 
often, always

2C My name’s Zenna2C My name’s Zenna
 20–21

It’s safer.
the most powerful spaceship
Wake up!
Wait!
Too late!
NounsNouns universe, present, 
length, width
VerbsVerbs appear, reply
AdverbAdverb quickly

2D Know it all! 2D Know it all! 
 The night sky  The night sky 22–23

NounsNouns planet, sun, moon, 
meteor, life, air, gas, night, 
rock, galaxy, ice, dust, tail
VerbsVerbs burn, twinkle
AdjectivesAdjectives bright, dead

going to, adjectives, numbers 1–100

REVISIONREVISION   Units 1 and 2 24–25

3 Lost in the mountains3 Lost in the mountains
3A I’m going to hide!3A I’m going to hide!
 26–27

What do you mean?
NounsNouns mountain, river
AdjectivesAdjectives square, round, high, 
strange

3B Language time 3B Language time 28–29

Mr Wilson is going to sit down.
The children are going to hide 
in the trees. 
He isn’t going to cook. 
They aren’t going to make a 
bridge. 
What are you going to do 
tonight?
NounNoun chat

3C I know who you are!3C I know who you are!
 30–31

The city is that way!
Where are you going?
NounsNouns kilometre, explorer, 
route
VerbsVerbs appear, joke, arrive
AdjectivesAdjectives far

3D Know it all! 3D Know it all! 
 The Incas  The Incas 32–33

NounsNouns empire, archaeologist, 
disease, llama, plants, fi re, 
wheel, knot
VerbVerb control
AdjectivesAdjectives enormous, strange
PrepositionPreposition until
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Past simple, comparatives as … as …4 The silent people4 The silent people
4A In a museum 4A In a museum 34–35

Of course!
The old man entered the room. 
People listened to music with 
this.
NounsNouns mobile phone, sign, 
museum, guard, keyboard, 
MP3 player, key, programme, 
toothpaste, telescope, cooker, 
piggy bank
VerbsVerbs communicate, expect, 
smile, kick, collect
AdverbAdverb just

4B Language time 4B Language time 36–37

Did you watch TV last night?
Yes, I did. / No, I didn’t.
NounsNouns evening, jungle, bone, 
skin
VerbVerb chase
PrepositionPreposition through
PronounsPronouns anyone, anything
AdverbAdverb anywhere

4C We’re free! 4C We’re free! 38–39

You’re right.
This computer is as big as a 
house.
NounNoun brain
AdjectivesAdjectives free, light
VerbsVerbs explode, save
PronounPronoun ourselves
AdverbAdverb suddenly

4D Know it all! 4D Know it all! 
 Inventions   Inventions  40–41
NounsNouns the Internet, cassette, 
DVD player, event, vehicle, 
steam engine, petrol, wagon, 
underground train 
AdjectiveAdjective electric
VerbVerb fl ew

REVISIONREVISION   Units 3 and 4 42–43

Past continuous, must and mustn’t5 The builders5 The builders
5A Keep calm! 5A Keep calm! 44–45

They were standing on a hill.
You must take me home.
They mustn’t see us.
Let’s stay here.
Keep calm!
NounsNouns soldier, circle, pavement
AdjectivesAdjectives dangerous, silly
VerbsVerbs rest, shout, build

5B Language time 5B Language time 46–47

What was Mr Wilson doing 
when the robot came in?
He was taking the teleporter.
NounsNouns background, winner

5C The nose 5C The nose 48–49

What’s he saying?
No idea!
Move out of my way!
NounsNouns camp, bucket, wood, 
ladder, fl oor, language, 
message
VerbVerb smash
AdverbAdverb outside

5D Know it all! 5D Know it all! 
 Where is it? What is it? Where is it? What is it?
 50–51

NounsNouns bell, building, ground, 
wife, body, statue, accident, 
tool
AdjectiveAdjective famous
AdverbsAdverbs really, probably

Infi nitive of purpose, zero conditional, ordinal numbers, dates6 Let’s go home6 Let’s go home
6A Xenorilum 6A Xenorilum 52–53

If you put Xenorilum in a Time 
Travel Clock, it works better.
Why … ? To …
Why did Zenna use her 
telephone? To call a friend.
NounsNouns laboratory, button, 
home
VerbVerb hate

6B Language time 6B Language time 54–55

If you don’t sleep, you feel 
tired.
What day is 1st April? It’s a 
Tuesday.
Ordinal numbers 1st–30th

6C Home! 6C Home! 56–57

Don’t worry.
NounNoun moment
PrepositionPreposition by

6D Know it all! 6D Know it all! 
 The future  The future 58–59

We will live in normal houses.
Will we communicate without 
speaking?
NounsNouns electricity, nuclear 
power
AdjectiveAdjective thin
PrepositionPreposition by

REVISIONREVISION   Units 5 and 6 60–61

SongsSongs 62–63
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